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Purpose: Interdetector scatter (IDS) is a triple coincidence caused by the Compton scatter of an

annihilation photon from one detector block to another which frequently occurs in small-animal posi-

tron emission tomography (PET). By finding the true lines-of-response (LORs) of annihilation pho-

ton pairs among three possible LORs in IDS events, we can utilize these recovered events to improve

the sensitivity of PET systems. IDS recovery should be accurate to yield reliable images with rela-

tively short scan times. We systemically investigated physical factors affecting IDS recovery perfor-

mance, focusing on the reconstructed image quality of small-animal PET. We evaluated sensitivity

increase, recovery accuracy, and image quality by applying different combinations of energy window,

recovery scheme, and scanner properties.

Methods: We used GATE Monte Carlo simulation to acquire coincidence events from a NEMA NU

4-2008 image quality phantom using small-animal PET scanner with axial field of view of 55 mm

and diameter of 64 mm. We first defined energy window criteria to obtain valid IDS events. Their

role was to assign triple coincidences as IDS events and to restrict the number of LOR candidates to

two. We tested three different energy windows around 511 keV. Second, we applied four different

recovery schemes (maximum energy, Compton kinematics, neural network, and proportional) to

assigned IDS events. To measure the effects of scanner properties, energy resolutions of 0–20% and

one to four depth-of-interaction (DOI) layers were simulated. For every combination of the factors,

we measured sensitivity increase and recovery accuracy. We also analyzed the reconstructed images

for each IDS recovery method in terms of mean pixel intensity, noise, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

contrast, and recovery coefficients.

Results: Sensitivity increase depended on the energy window and energy resolution. The maximum

increase in sensitivity was 33% when energy window of [250, 750] keV was applied. Higher energy

resolution yielded larger sensitivity increase, especially for narrow windows. Recovery accuracy was

affected by all the factors tested in this study. Accuracy increased with narrower energy window, and

a neural network scheme was the most accurate. The better energy resolution and DOI capability

improved accuracy by providing precise measurement of energies and interaction positions. In image

quality analysis, noise and SNR were highly dependent on the sensitivity increase and energy win-

dow. When the same energy window was applied, SNR, contrast, and recovery coefficients were

higher with higher accuracy of the scheme. Meanwhile, the proportional scheme yielded the best

image quality among the schemes and reduced 20% of scan time to achieve the same SNR as that of

double coincidence images.

Conclusions: As a fundamental research for real implementation of IDS recovery, we conducted a

simulation study to evaluate the factors affecting sensitivity increase, recovery accuracy, and image

quality. Sensitivity increase was dependent on the energy window and energy resolution, while the

recovery accuracy was affected by energy window, recovery scheme, energy resolution, and DOI

capability. In image quality analysis, sensitivity increase and recovery accuracy dominantly affected

the noise and quantitative accuracy, respectively. Among the recovery schemes, the proportional
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scheme obtained the best image quality. © 2018 American Association of Physicists in Medicine

[https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.13020]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a useful imaging tool

for clinical diagnosis and medical research.1–3 Sensitivity is

one of the major performance factors of PET scanners. The

high sensitivity of PET makes it possible to achieve high

signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and thus enhances lesion

detectability with relatively short scan time and low adminis-

tered dose. There are various strategies for the improvement of

PET sensitivity. One strategy is to alter the PET scanner geom-

etry to increase detectable events by extending field of view4–8

and using long scintillation crystals.6–9 Implementation of the

time-of-flight technologies that localize line-of-responses

(LORs) with time differences in annihilation photon pair

arrivals10–12 is also a powerful strategy. Therefore, the tech-

nologies for enhancing the time resolution of PET are actively

being investigated.13–15 Moreover, use of single-photon events

with Compton imaging has been suggested.16–18

Recovering triple coincidences has been proposed as

another approach for sensitivity increase.19,20 Typically in

PET imaging, a pair of 511-keV annihilation photons are

coincidently detected and a (LOR) is drawn. Triple coinci-

dence is defined as an event in which photons are detected at

three detector blocks coincidently in PET. Interdetector scat-

ter (IDS) and random triple (RNT) are major types of triple

coincidence. IDS is caused by the Compton scatter of one

annihilation photon from a detector block to an adjacent one

as shown in Fig. 1(a). It accounts for a large proportion of

multiple coincidences especially in a small-animal PET scan-

ner because of the small size of the crystal arrays. RNT

occurs by coincident detection of a pair of annihilation pho-

tons along with a single photon or three single photons.

LORs of double coincidences are used for histogram or sino-

gram generation, but the multiple coincidences are practically

rejected in most preclinical and clinical PET scanners. The

purpose of IDS recovery is to accurately find the true LOR

drawn along the first interacted positions of IDS events and

include them in data for image reconstruction. When imple-

menting IDS recovery, it is important not only to maximize

the number of IDS events for recovery but also to optimize

accuracy as well as image quality.

However, the factors that affect IDS recovery performance

focusing on reconstructed PET image quality have not been

systematically investigated. Therefore, in this study, we evalu-

ated the factors of IDS recovery performance in a small-ani-

mal PET scanner with Monte Carlo simulation. First, we

tested different energy criteria for triple coincidence for IDS

validation because they are likely to determine the number of

IDS events to be recovered. Second, we compared different

recovery schemes that are expected to be efficient for

small-animal PET geometry and relatively simple for real

implementation.21–24 An accurate recovery scheme has to be

applied to correctly find the true LORs of the IDS

events.20,25–28 Finally, the effects of the PET system proper-

ties, including energy resolution and DOI capabilities on the

performance of IDS recovery methods were explored. We

measured sensitivity increase and IDS recovery accuracy for

evaluation, and analyzed the effects of IDS recovery methods

on image quality.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Simulation setup

We used a GATE Monte Carlo simulation toolkit (v.7.0)

for the application and evaluation of the recovery methods.29

The simulated scanner was our preclinical PET, which has

the same physical properties of SimPET (Brightonix Imaging

Inc., Seoul, Korea) used for a hybrid PET/MR imaging

(Fig. 2). The main properties of SimPET are summarized in

Table I, and further details are described in Ko, Kim et al.30

and Ko, Yoon et al.31 For the digitizer settings in GATE, we

used a coincidence time window of 12 ns. In addition, a mul-

tiple coincidence sorter was set to takeAllGoods assuming

that the system is able to record all of the multiple coinci-

dences.

The phantom used for imaging was a NEMA NU 4-2008

image quality phantom32 which was composed of uniform,

hot, cold, and rod regions [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. To evaluate

SNR and to clearly show the effects of IDS recovery, the

activity distribution was modified to be 1:2.5 in uniform and

hot regions. The rod region consisted of five rods with diam-

eters of 1–5 mm arranged in a circle. The total activity of

511-keV back-to-back source inside the phantom was

3.7 9 106 Bq, and the default acquisition time was set to

10 min. Additionally, the list-mode data for the simulated 10-

min total acquisition was rebinned into 1-, 2-, . . .10-min

acquisitions to examine the dependency of SNR on acquisi-

tion time for every recovery scheme.

2.B. Energy windows for IDS assigning criteria

In GATE simulation, the types of coincidence and the

types of radiation interaction of detected events are recorded

as outputs. In real PET scanners, however, it is unknown

whether a triple coincidence is an IDS and whether an inter-

action is photoelectric absorption or Compton scatter. There-

fore, certain criteria for assigning IDS events should be

established prior to application of recovery schemes.

When a triple coincidence occurred in three detector

blocks as shown in Fig. 1(b), a position with the largest

energy deposition was assumed to be where a single
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photoelectric absorption of an unscattered photon occurred.

Two other positions were assumed to be where Compton-

scattered photons interacted. The positions were labeled as P

for photoelectric absorption, and S1 and S2 for scattered pho-

ton detection. To assign a triple coincidence as an IDS,

deposited energies of the triple coincidence are required to

meet the criteria presented in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Elow\EP\Eup (1)

Elow\ES1 þ ES2\Eup (2)

After assignment from the Coincidence output file, we can

regard PS1 and PS2 as the candidates for the true LOR

FIG. 1. Example of an IDS event in a PET scanner. (a) Actual IDS scenario. (b) Detection of triple coincidence in case of (a). Deposited energies are labeled as

EP for the largest and ES1 and ES2 for others. (c) After the event was assigned as an IDS, PS1 and PS2 were used for the recovery. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2. GATE-simulated geometries. (a) PET scanner (SimPET) and NEMA NU 4-2008 image quality phantom. The activity concentration ratio between the

uniform, hot, and cold regions was 1:2.5:0. (b) Schema of NEMA NU 4-2008 image quality phantom containing hot, cold, uniform, and rod regions. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE I. Main properties of simulated PET.

Property Setting

Crystal material LSO (Lu2SiO5)

Crystal size (mm3) 1.2 9 1.2 9 10

Crystal density (g/cm3) 7.4

Number of crystals per block 9 9 9

Number of blocks per ring 16

Number of rings 4

Axial FOV (mm) 55

Ring diameter (mm) 64
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[Fig. 1(c)]. We applied three different energy windows, [Elow,

Eup] = [250, 750] keV, [350, 650] keV, and [450, 550] keV,

to IDS data. The width of the energy window is not only

related to the number of usable IDS events for recovery but

also the accuracy of IDS recovery, because it determines the

validity of triple coincidence as an IDS event. To investigate

the efficiency of the energy criteria, we defined “valid IDS

ratio” as the ratio of valid IDS events to total assigned IDS

events. Here, a valid IDS event is a triple coincidence that

meets all the following three criteria: (a) the triple coinci-

dence is an IDS event, (b) P is the position of photoelectric

absorption and (c) S1 and S2 are the positions of Compton-

scattered photons interacted. The valid IDS ratio was mea-

sured through the Hits output file of GATE.

2.C. Recovery schemes

2.C.1. Maximum energy scheme

The maximum energy (ME) scheme simply selected a first

interaction position where greater energy was deposited

between S1 and S2.
21,25 The detected IDS events in our PET

system were mainly the events with a scattered angle (h) lar-

ger than 90°. The formula for the Compton effect [Eq. (3)]

indicates that the amount of energy deposited in the first

interaction is larger than the remaining energy deposited in

the second interaction position when the scattered angle is

larger than 90°,

1

ES

�
1

E0

¼
1

mec2
ð1� cos hÞ (3)

Here, E0 corresponds to the initial energy of the incident

photon, which is equivalent to 511 keV for an annihilation

photon from positron decay. ES is the amount of photon

energy deposited at the second interaction position, and mec
2

is equivalent to the rest mass of an electron (511 keV).

2.C.2. Compton kinematics scheme

The Compton kinematics (CK) scheme selected a position

which fitted Compton kinematics better as the first interacted

position between S1 and S2.
22 For example, assuming S1 as

the first interacted position, scattered angle hS1 could be cal-

culated in two different ways (Fig. 3). First, it could be calcu-

lated based on the geometrical positions of crystals in PET

(hG;S1 ).

PS1
�!

� S1S2
��!

¼ S1P
�!
�
�
�

�
�
� S1S2
��!
�
�
�

�
�
� cos hG;S1 (4)

Second, it could be calculated using the formula for the

Compton effect (hC;S1 ).

1

ES1

�
1

ES1 þ ES2

¼
1

mec2
1� cos hC;S1

� �

(5)

The angles hG;S2 and hC;S2 were calculated to be the same

for S2. Ideally, hG and hC are identical for the first interacted

position, but the difference is not zero because of limited

energy resolution and crystal size. Therefore, the position

with a smaller difference between hG and hC was chosen as

the first interacted one.

2.C.3. Neural network scheme

The neural network scheme (NN) consisted of training

and test steps.23 First, a network was trained with presimu-

lated IDS events from a uniform phantom that had a size sim-

ilar to the field of view. The network used in this study

consisted of 4 input neurons in the input layer, 24 neurons in

the hidden layer, and 2 outputs. The four inputs of the net-

work were the deposited energies (ES1 ,ES2 ) and scattered

angles (hG;S1 ,hG;S2 ) of S1 and S2 which characterized an IDS

event (Fig. 3). While actual true LORs were given to the neu-

ral network, weights and biases of the hidden neurons were

updated by Levenberg–Marquardt backpropagation to train

the network to accurately choose true LORs. Second, the

trained network was applied to the IDS test dataset. When the

energies and the angles of each event were used as inputs,

they passed through the hidden layer with optimized weights

and biases. The outputs from the hidden layer passed through

the sigmoid activation function which estimates probabilities

that PS1 and PS2 were the true LORs. Finally, the LOR with

a larger probability was chosen as the true LOR. All these

procedures were conducted with the MATLAB (2017a) pat-

tern recognition toolkit.

2.C.4. Proportional scheme

The proportional scheme (PR) was different from the

other schemes that choose a single LOR among PS1 and

PS2.
25 The main idea of the PR scheme was to distribute the

IDS events that are proportionally weighted by the count of

recorded double events for LORs. Total counts of LORs

including IDS events were calculated as follows:

LORPS1 ¼ DPS1 þ
DPS1

DPS1 þ DPS2

TPS1S2

LORPS2 ¼ DPS2 þ
DPS2

DPS1 þ DPS2

TPS1S2

(6)

where D and T represent the counts of doubles and triples

assigned as IDS events, respectively. The subscripts indicate

the positions involved in the events.

2.D. Scanner properties

We tested different energy resolutions and depth-of-inter-

action (DOI) layers in implementing the IDS recovery meth-

ods. To investigate the effects of energy resolution on

recovery accuracy, 0%, 7%, 15%, and 20% were tested. The

effects of the number of DOI layers were explored by testing

one, two, and four DOI layers while the total crystal array

length and energy resolution of 15% remained the same.

Accuracy for crystal and DOI identification was assumed to

be 100%.
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2.E. Reconstruction

It is important to perform individual normalizations of

double events and triple events for accurate imaging.25 Dou-

ble and recovered IDS events were stored in separate his-

tograms for the NEMA phantom and the cylindrical uniform

phantom. Direct normalizations were applied to double data

and recovered IDS data from the NEMA phantom using dou-

ble and recovered IDS from the uniform phantom, respec-

tively. Then, normalized double and IDS data were

analytically added before the reconstruction.

The energy window of double coincidence was [250,

750] keV, which is practically used for small-animal PET,

including SimPET. Random events and object scattered

events were rejected from simulation outputs to observe only

the effects of IDS. We implemented an ordered-subset expec-

tation maximization method with four iterations (12 subsets)

for the image reconstructions.

2.F. Performance evaluation and image analysis

The sensitivity increase and accuracy of IDS recovery

were investigated as recovery performance. The sensitivity

increase was defined as the number of recovered IDS events

as a percentage of the number of existing double coincidence

events acquired during the same time interval. Here, recov-

ered IDS events are the events assigned as IDS and fell into

the certain energy window specified in Section 2.B. An IDS

event can be recovered either accurately, of which true LOR

was chosen, or inaccurately, of which false LOR was chosen.

To evaluate the abilities of IDS recovery methods choosing

true LORs, accuracy was defined as a proportion of accu-

rately recovered IDS events among the total recovered IDS

events. Accuracy of 100% indicates that the IDS recovery

method chose true LORs of every IDS event.

Reconstructed images of the NEMA phantom were ana-

lyzed in terms of mean pixel intensity, uniformity, SNR, con-

trast, and recovery coefficients. Mean pixel intensity (luni)

and uniformity (runi) were calculated as mean and standard

deviation (%), respectively, of pixel values inside the region

of interest of the uniform region. SNR and contrast were

measured with mean pixel values of hot (lhot) and cold (lcold)

regions as follows:

SNRhot ¼
lhot � luni

runi
; SNRcold ¼

luni � lcold
runi

(7)

Contrasthot ¼
lhot � luni

luni
;Contrastcold ¼

luni � lcold
luni

The recovery coefficient was measured for the five rod

regions. For each rod, the maximum pixel value of each

transaxial slice was recorded in an axial line profile, and the

lrod was calculated as the mean of this line profile.

Recovery coefficient ¼
lrod
luni

(9)

3. RESULTS

3.A. Valid IDS ratio

In our simulation setup, IDS occurred 3.6 times more fre-

quently than RNT when energy criteria were not applied. As

shown in Table II, the valid IDS ratio previously defined in

the Section 2.B is highly dependent on the energy window. A

narrower energy window is more likely to reject RNT events

and correctly assign the LOR candidates of IDS events. The

valid IDS ratio increased nearly 10% when RNT events were

fully excluded by random correction. This indicates that the

10% of RNT events were wrongly assigned as IDS. When we

exclude RNT events, almost 100% of IDS events was cor-

rectly assigned in energy windows of [350, 650] and [450,

550] keV.

3.B. Energy window and recovery scheme

3.B.1. Performance evaluation

By utilizing recovered IDS events, sensitivity increased by

33%, 24%, and 17% for energy windows [250, 750] keV,

FIG. 3. Elements (energies and scattered angles) used in recovery schemes. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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[350, 650] keV, and [450, 550] keV, respectively, compared

to sensitivity using double coincidences only (Table III). A

broader energy window yielded a larger sensitivity increase

because a larger number of IDS events met the energy criteria

specified in the Section 2.B. Sensitivity increase was same

regardless of the recovery schemes because the recovery

scheme does not affect assigning IDS event.

Accuracy increased as the energy window narrowed for all

schemes in common (Table III). The first reason was that the

higher energy threshold rejects IDS events in which one or

both annihilation photons escape after scattering in the detec-

tor. In the processing of these events, scattered angles

(hS1 ; hS2 ) were wrongly calculated due to insufficient deposi-

tion of energies. Second, a low-energy threshold of [250,

750] keV contained the events in which a single photon

underwent two Compton scatters in the different detector

blocks and detected coincidently. This type of event was

counted as a valid IDS according to our energy criteria

although it was not an actual IDS event we wanted to recover.

Lastly, when a low threshold of the wide energy window was

applied, the events with lower energies were more likely to be

imprecise in energy measurement because PET has worse

energy resolution in lower energy ranges.

When we compared the recovery schemes, accuracy was

in the order of NN, CK, and ME. Because the neural network

works well in overall medical uses, NN showed the best per-

formance in choosing true LORs and yielded nearly 10%

higher accuracy than CK and ME.33,34 For the PR scheme,

we cannot define its accuracy because it does not choose a

single LOR as a true one but adds the probabilities of true

LORs determined by double coincidence distribution to both

LORs. Therefore, the accuracy of the PR scheme was not

measured in this study.

3.B.2. Image analysis— energy window

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed images obtained with

various energy windows after recovering IDS with the NN

scheme. The wider energy window of IDS events yielded

brighter images because of a larger increase in sensitivity. In

addition, IDS recovered images with wider energy windows

had smaller statistical noise level and better SNR. All recov-

ery schemes showed the identical tendency (Fig. 5). When

the same energy window was applied, the mean pixel inten-

sity, standard deviation, and SNR were comparable for all the

schemes because of the same sensitivity increase.

On the contrary, contrast and recovery coefficients were

better for a narrower energy window, which yielded higher

accuracy because quantitative accuracy and spatial resolution

of images are affected by IDS recovery accuracy (Figs. 5 and

6). Narrower energy windows included fewer false LORs,

which degrade images.

3.B.3. Image analysis— recovery scheme

Comparing ME, CK, and NN schemes, SNR, contrast,

and recovery coefficients were better in the scheme with

higher accuracy (Figs. 5 and 6). These results indicate that

reducing false LORs improves image quality. Figure 7 shows

the reconstructed images of using different recovery schemes

with the same IDS energy window [350, 650] keV. The

images of hot and cold regions reflected the relationship

between the accuracy of IDS recovery and image quality.

The PR scheme showed a better contrast and recovery

coefficient compared with other IDS recovery schemes

(Figs. 5 and 6). It also produced the largest increase of pixel

intensities in hot region and rods, as shown in the profiles of

Fig. 7. These imply that the PR scheme yields the best image

quality with the smallest error in positioning the LORs of

IDS events.

Effects of recovery schemes on the reduction in acquisi-

tion time are shown in Fig. 8. Schemes with higher accuracy

yielded better SNR at each acquisition time point because

they accurately positioned the LORs passing through the

ROIs. Therefore, they required less time to achieve the same

SNR level to image without IDS recovery acquired for

10 min. For the PR scheme, time reduction of 20% was

acceptable, which agrees with previously reported results.25

3.C. Performance dependence on scanner
properties

3.C.1. Energy resolution

Energy resolution was related to the number of IDS events

that fall into a certain energy window. Figure 9(a) shows the

effect of energy resolution on sensitivity for all the schemes

in common. The number of assigned IDS events for [450,

550] keV largely decreased when energy uncertainties

increased because a large proportion of events with actual

energy of 511 keV were rejected. For broader energy win-

dows, loss of sensitivity due to energy uncertainty was

insignificant because the entire events of a 511-keV peak fell

into the energy windows.

Energy resolution was also an important factor for recov-

ery accuracy because many schemes use energy information

for the recovery. For most of the methods, recovery accuracy

TABLE II. Valid IDS ratio depending on energy window.

Energy window

[250, 750] keV

(%)

[350, 650] keV

(%)

[450, 550]

keV (%)

RNT included 63.43 85.40 89.84

RNT excluded 74.91 98.06 99.84

TABLE III. Sensitivity increase and accuracy of IDS recovery methods.

Energy

window (keV)

Sensitivity

increase (%)

Accuracy (%)

ME CK NN

[250, 750] 33.23 48.39 52.76 63.95

[350, 650] 24.11 59.03 58.30 68.63

[450, 550] 17.43 59.04 59.47 69.11
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decreased with increasing energy uncertainties [Fig. 9(b)].

The ME scheme was the most robust to the degradation of

energy resolution. CK was the most sensitive to energy reso-

lution because energy values directly affect the calculations

of scatter angles (hC). Specifically, in the case of [350,

650] keV, CK was even worse than the ME scheme when

energy resolution was worse than 15%. The NN scheme was

also affected by energy resolution because the energies were

used as inputs of the network. When ideal energy resolution

of 0% was achieved in our system and energy window of

[350, 650] keV was applied, the accuracies increased by

0.53%, 3.49% and 1.98% for ME, CK, and NN schemes,

respectively, compared with the more realistic energy resolu-

tion of 15%. Meanwhile, the PR scheme was excluded in this

section because it does not require any energy information

for recovery.

3.C.2. DOI layers

The DOI capability was expected to be another important

factor for recovery accuracy because it provides precise infor-

mation of interaction position, which leads to accurate calcu-

lation of Compton scatter angle.35,36 When DOI positioning

is assumed to be perfectly accurate, IDS recovery accuracy

improved with increasing number of DOI layers for CK and

NN schemes (Fig. 10). These are the schemes that use scatter

angles calculated from geometrical relationships between

interacted crystals. Expanding the number of DOI layers

increased the accuracy by approximately 5% in most meth-

ods. However, the limitations on position uncertainty still

existed due to intercrystal scatter, which occurs by one or

more Compton scatters of a photon within a detector block

and leads to incorrect positioning of the interacted crystal.

FIG. 4. Reconstructed images of uniform region (top) and hot/cold region (bottom) with NN scheme applied. (a) Without IDS recovery, (b) [250, 750] keV,

(c) [350, 650] keV, and (d) [450, 550] keV.

FIG. 5. Quality of IDS recovered images. (a) Mean pixel intensity and (b) standard deviation measured at the uniform region. (c), (d) SNR and (e), (f) contrast

measured at the hot and cold regions. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 6. Recovery coefficients measured at the rod region with applying energy window of (a) [250, 750] keV, (b) [350, 650] keV, and (c) [450, 550] keV. [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 7. (Top) Reconstructed images of hot/cold region and rod region with applications of (a) without IDS, (b) ME, (c) CK, (d) NN, and (e) PR schemes. (bot-

tom) Projected line profile along A–A0 of hot/cold region and B–B0 of rod region. Energy window of [350, 650] keV was applied in common. [Color figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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For the ME scheme, there was no difference in accuracy with

a different number of DOI layers because it did not require

interaction positions for recovery.

4. DISCUSSION

The valid IDS ratio that is related to correct assignment of

IDS events was affected by the width of the energy window.

Sensitivity increase depended on energy window and energy

resolution, while accuracy was dependent on the energy win-

dow, recovery scheme, energy resolution, and number of DOI

layers. An energy window of [350, 650] keV for assigning

triple coincidence as IDS event seems to be appropriate for

small-animal PET scanners because it achieves a large

increase in sensitivity with a recovery accuracy comparable

to [450, 550] keV. We observed correlations between

performance and effects on the image quality of the IDS

recovery methods. In image quality analysis, sensitivity

increase was especially critical to overall pixel intensity, uni-

formity, and SNR due to effects on noise reduction. When

the same energy window was applied, schemes with higher

accuracy tended to yield better image quality, especially con-

trast and recovery coefficients because fewer false LORs were

included. By applying IDS recovery, contrast and recovery

coefficients were degraded compared to the non-IDS-recov-

ered images, especially for ME and CK schemes. However,

the degradation was less than 7% in each case, and the advan-

tages in scan time and dose reduction would overcome this

degradation in practical PET imaging. In case of the PR

scheme, which differs from other schemes in its LOR selec-

tion algorithm, it yielded the best image quality and the lar-

gest reduction in scan time. Although we did not reconstruct

FIG. 8. SNR of (a) hot and (b) cold region over acquisition time. Energy window of [350, 650] keV was applied in common. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 9. (a) Sensitivity increase and (b) accuracy of IDS recovery methods’ dependence on energy resolution. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com]
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images and analyze image quality for every combination of

PET scanner energy resolution and DOI capability in this

work, it is possible to predict the image quality in each case

based on the tendencies observed in this study.

Importantly, the differences in image quality using differ-

ent IDS recovery methods were not very remarkable despite

different recovery accuracies. Defining the positions of inter-

acted crystals using transaxial and axial indices, as described

in Fig. 11(a), the differences in indices between the points

involved in a true LOR [PS1 in Fig. 11(a)] and a scattered

photon [S1S2 in Fig. 11(a)] in IDS events from the uniform

phantom were recorded, respectively. The histograms in

Fig. 11(b) show that most of the Compton-scattered photons

in IDS events interact with very near crystals that have index

differences less than 10, while true LORs are usually posi-

tioned across the center region of the field of view. Photons

with lower energy have a larger cross section of photoelectric

absorption in scintillation crystals, and thus have a greater

chance to interact over a short travel path. Therefore, a large

proportion of the falsely recovered LORs is placed near the

true LORs and consequently causes only a minor degradation

of image quality.

Because this work was completely conducted by simula-

tion, there are several further issues to be considered to

implement IDS recovery in reality. First, signal readout from

individual detector blocks is required to take full advantage

of the sensitivity increase. When a number of detector blocks

are multiplexed as a single module, IDS events that occurred

within the module are not recognized as IDS and, therefore,

not utilized for the recovery. It is even more important

because a large proportion of IDS events occur between adja-

cent detector blocks. Moreover, crystals with which photons

interact have to be correctly identified to enhance image qual-

ity with IDS recovery. Contrary to the simulation condition,

crystal identifying error would arise not only from multiplex-

ing and light sharing but also from low energies of IDS

events. Events with small energies have higher position

uncertainties in crystal flood maps.

The selection of IDS recovery scheme involves further

consideration due to its intrinsic characteristics of recovery

principles. Various schemes evaluated in this study used

detected energies and positions for recovery. Therefore, accu-

racy was highly affected by preciseness of information

FIG. 10. Accuracy of IDS recovery methods dependence on number of DOI

layers. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 11. Distribution of IDS events in the PET scanner. (a) Indexing the crystals along transaxial and axial directions. (b) Probability distribution histograms of

difference in crystal indices involved in true LOR and LOR drawn by scattered photon of IDS events. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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measured by the PET scanner, as shown in Section 3.C. Bet-

ter energy resolution and DOI capability for PET would

achieve a higher accuracy of ME, CK, and NN schemes. For

the PR scheme, both energy resolution and DOI capability

are not critical factors determining its performance because it

does not require energy and position information.

Processing capability of IDS events is another factor to

be considered. First, the coincidence module in PET data

acquisition has to sort triple coincidences accurately. Simple

schemes such as ME and PR, which use simple comparison

of energies and the number of double coincidences stored

in the histogram, respectively, do not require computational

complexities of processing units when being implemented

in a real system. The CK and NN schemes require calcula-

tion of scatter angle using the formula of Compton kine-

matics and vectors of crystal positions. The NN scheme

further requires calculations in a network trained by simula-

tion data. However, it is reported that the computational

burden of the NN scheme is manageable, even in existing

PET systems.24

Based on the findings of this work, we look forward to

implementing IDS recovery in our real PET system and

establishing the proper method to maximize the efficiency.

We will also investigate the applicability of the IDS recov-

ery method further by performing phantom and animal

studies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we simulated IDS recovery in a small-animal

PET scanner by applying different factors to evaluate their

effects on sensitivity increase, recovery accuracy, and quality

of reconstructed phantom images. Sensitivity increase was

highly dependent on the energy window and energy resolu-

tion, while recovery accuracy was affected by all the factors.

In image quality analysis, sensitivity increase and recovery

accuracy dominantly affected noise and quantitative accuracy,

respectively. Among the recovery schemes, the PR scheme

obtained the best image quality. The results would provide

useful guidelines for implementation of IDS recovery in real

PET scanners.
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